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FIRST STATEMENT 

A Typical Attitude 

Recently we approached the manager of a well-known Montreal 
book firm and asked him to sell First Statement in his store. He took 
a glance through the September issue and happened to notice a remark 
of one of the characters in Wm. McConnelrs story. Whatever the ex
pression was, it struck him as uncouth, and he refused to have any
thing more to do with M:Connell or First Statement. He told us that 
he did not have to go to books for language he could hear in the streets. 

His reaction would not be worth wasting breath over if it were 
not typical of so many Canadians. The average citizen winces at wri
ting that bears any resemblance to life. He goes to reading for relaxa
tion and he expects it to substitute a pleasant dream for reality. 
McConnell is no different to him from the pulp writer who is deliber-
ately trying to shock. He himself cannot ignore reality for two-thirds of 
the time, but he insists that the writer should do so and cater to the 
tastes of his leisure. 

William McConnell seems to us in the very first rank of prose
writers in Canada. Not only does he have the hardest grasp upon the 
facts, but he has the poetic imagination that enables him to view them 
objectively. But if McConnell and o~her writers of his kind are to come 
to full development, there must be more appreciation of realism in ref
lecting Canadian life today. 

First Statement~ issued monthly, is a non-profit magazine, 
printed co-operatively at 207 Craig St. W.,Office 18, Montreal, Que. Ed
itorial Board: John Sutherland, Editor, Audrey Aikman, Irving Layton 
and Louis Dudek. Agents: Myron]. Galloway 83 Cambridge St. Hal
ifax, Lois Darroch, 147 Bloor Ave., Toronto, Kather~ne Marcuse, 4715 
4th Ave. W., Vancouver, and Geoffrey Ashe 107 4th Ave., Ottawa. Nv 
payment can be made for manuscripts. Subscription, 1.50 a year. 



First Statement 

THE HITLERIAD -- A Selection 
-A.M. KLEIN 

Yet not alone 
Did Hitler do the deeds for which he must atone! 
Henchmen he had, 
Spirits and genii whom he did evoke 
Out of the bottled Herren-volk, 
Frustrated men, who•d tried all things, and failed,. 
And then determined to be jailed, or hailed! 
Herr Goebels such a one-
Club-footed, rat-faced, halitotic, the 
Brave Nordic ideal, a contrario! 
A kept man; eloquent, a Ph. D; 
Carried no gun, forsooth; a radio 
Lethal enough for him. Shooting its lies,. 
Exploding lebensraum and libido; 
Subtle in puncturing all human foibles 
Saving his own, prolific in alibis,
Goebbels. 

And such that other, Rosenberg, 
The penman of the mob; had written books; 
Corrected Adolph"s grammar; could devise 
Seventy reasons for atrocities; 
Scorned pity; credited with stabbing hooks 
Into the too-compassionate Christian crux; 
Concocted, weekly, blood-philosophies 
To genuflect non-Arians to their knees; 
Was daft about his twentieth-century spooks·; 
Herr Rosenberg, burdened with double shame: 
A Baltic birth and a semitic name. 

Nor was he absent, that ubiquity, 
Goering, the arsonist, who loved disguise:
A uniform for every pantomime, 
]ncluding asbestos for the Reichstag crime
Goering distinguished, nlainly, by his size, 
By the great girth"s unrationed symmetries,. 
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Ridiculous, in ersatz-land, sublime! 
There was geheimrat who was oot gehcim! 
Big in his own and other people's eyes! 
Loved hunting. prefrably biped quarry; 
Loved art, if stolen; loved imported grub; 
Addicted to the narootic and the gory; 
Bore weapons; !ed a lion-cub; 
And thought that full-face photos spread hi$ .dory ...... 
(There i~ of course. no profile to a tub.) 
Nor yet was overlooked the fashion-plate; 
Be not deceive:i by the manners of this fop. 
His hat and gloves, his apathetic heils. 
This was no dandy but a man of wiles, 
The double-swasticrossing Ribbentrop. 
Think him not milksop, no, nor champagne-sop. 
His morning ooat was cut to the latest styles 
Of armour-pla-te; he was the vilain who smiles, 
And pours the oocktails with the poison-drop. 
He was the fingerman who spied the job; 
The Cliveden layout was his tour-de-force, 
And it was he contacted the Vichy mob, 
And he who fed oats to the Trojan horse, 
"Twas he, the master of the slick hobnob. 
Who put in pro.tocol the Nazi curse! 

XIII 

And other lesser fry there were 
Who joined the Nazi exchequer_, 
Careerists who sought living-space 
Upon the body of their race, 
Each coming forward. for a price, 
To sell his own .especial vice: 
Von Papen, spy and diplomat, 
Hiding low cunning in high hat, 
Giving his masters fealty 
As long as th.ey held mastery, 
Reliable, whate'.er might happen 
To serve the good of Herr Von Papen~ 

And Himmler, Heinrich, mild and meek. 
Most studious .of the human shriek, 
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Inquisitive about the extent 
. To which men could take punishment, 
Already planning fot· the foe. . 
The order of. the Gestapo, :·. · '\·.· · 

- ·Already practising to .bowl 
With all the -heads· th<;It needs must r~li , 
Already forging chains and-gyves,' '· 
For·the lqng. night of the long .lrnives, ·. 
Rimmler, ; most . .self "'effacing, and 
Effacing others with ·kultur'd impartial L~:rl . . . 

Oily, obscene, fat ·as a hog, 
· :. The thick scourge ·of the' synagogue, · ·. 

,. Th~ loutish uncouth· pedagogue, 
Sth~icher, brings ~p·· ·his ' hefty rear,. 
Amo'ng,his ·bandif peers, a ·peer,- . 
Meet 'now,'the, brothel-' keeper fbr- · 
The votaries· of tacial ·-Iore-, 
Who procured, by. his journal's traffic 
The titillation' por'nagraphic, . 
The '1~~d urge; the· concupiscent thrill 
By which he proved him hurpan stilL 

He also stood, with becko'ning claw 
Holding uncandid canlera-
The fawning· Hoffman, who dared give 
The Fuehrer-his sole negative; 
And he, hook-riosed, was also there, 
The learned ' do.ctor Haushofer · 
Expanding Hitler's empery .· . · · 
By dint of pure ·cartography:-
The soldiers pluck what his schqol picks
The art is geopolitics . . 
Nor should one fail to speak to-day 
Of the besotted Robert Ley · 
Since drunken underneath a table 
To speak himself he is unable; 
Nor yet forget- alack-a-day, 
Volatile Hess who flew away. 

0 what a crew unto their leader like! 
As master mongrel, so each crawling tike, 
And all the saviours of the German Reich t 
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XIV 

Aye, were not others at that honeymoon, 
Herr Strasser and his strange gregorian tune, 
And Captain Roehm, ever in love with youth, 
Best man among the paladins of truth? 
Where are they now? 
These knights reproachable but without fear? 
0 where is Shleicher's intellectual brow? 
Why does not Heines, stalwart, reappear? 
Where are the crows of yesteryear? 

Departed, gentlemen, but without dirge. 
Hitler, it seems, did have to have his purge; 
These worthies, therefore, came to bitter ends: 
They'd sinned the supreme sin- they were his friends! 

XV 

Yet not by their sole aid did Adolf rise, 
His greatest help came from his enemies: 
The eye-glass'd Junker looking down 
Upon the upstart corporal clown; 
The simple Social Democrat; 
The Catholic, and concordat; 
The too-shrewd plutocratic vons 
Thyssen, Hugenburg and sons; 
And even Hindenburg, who in alarm, 
Sold a republic for a private farm! 

Each in his fashion, and for personal sake 
Led Germany to Hitler's stake. 
Yes, let it be told, let it be written down 
How even from afar 
There came the aid that burned the republic brown; 
Let it be told 
How gold tycoon, how .monied czar, 
Reaction black, and interest, dirty-grey 
Trembled before the rumour of that plot 
To bring to Europe its Muscovian day, 
And trembling, dropped more coin into the Nazi pot! 

7 
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A Scientific Attitude in Poetry 

-GEOFFREY ASHE 

Granted that the scientific universe is objective, impersonal, and 
indifferent, does this preclude our having an emotional attitude toward 
it? Today this question is of prime importance to poets. 

I would like to go back to Aristotle's remarks on · the subject of 
tragedy; which for him was a form of poetry, and, I think, remains so 
for us. The function of tragedy, he suggests in the "Poetics", is to 
effect, by means of incidents arousing pity and fear, the "catharsis" of 
such emotions. There has been much discussion about the meaning of 
"catharsis", but it seems to imply the providing of an outlet for a mor
bid and undirected emotional restlessness, accompanied by an enno
bling, a purification of the residual emotioa. Tragic poetry takes us 
out of ourselves. Now this "cathartic" relation is a perfectly definite 
emotional attitude. It is associated with the contemplation of incidents 
arousing pity and fear. These emotions, I submit, are reducible really 
to one-that is, to a sense, not necessarily consciously realized, of our 
own helplessness to interfere with the calamities being enacted. If we 
had power to change the course of events, pity would not be pity, for 
we could help the afflicted; fear would not be fear, for we could avert 
the disaster. Admittedly, in a real case, even if we could dictate the 
course of a tragic drama we would in fact let it proceed, because inter
ference would destroy the tragic effect; but we should then be securing 
the effect by a self-suggested fiction of helplessness. In a tragic dra
ma or poem we see men made and unmade with terrible inevitability. 
From this sense of the indifference of events to our desires the cathar
tic emotional reation proceeds. 

It will now be evident in what direction I am tending. The scien
tific world-process may be regarded, without loss of objectivity, as an 
inconceivably exalted tragedy. Unfriendly, impartial, the giant inter
play of forces pursues its evolution, and we as poets can only contem
plate it as it grinds men and nations and species and systems into 
nothingness; we "as poets" I say, for when we become active indivi- · 
duals we cease to contemplate- we enter on the scene ourselves, and 
tragic contemplation immediately disappears. The contemplative at
titude I am proposing does not preclude joy or love or hopefulness; 
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rather it lends value and importance to these things, for it instils, first, 
a sense of our good fortune if, in this vast cold universe, we do possess 
them and secondly, a sense of the fleetingness-and hence the so
vereign value-of that possession. Further, this attitude does not im
ply a fatalistic acceptance; which is, indeed, the very reverse of the 
scientific spirit. Man in his active mode will attempt constantly to 
probe the Indifference, to learn its processes and mould its operations 
for his own ends. In this he will find his only ultimate satisfaction. 
Yet it is to the contemplation of the Indifference that scientific poetry 
will recur; it will act as a counterweight, a corrective, to the spirit of 
inflated confidence and wishful thinking which tends to be evolved by 
active science- the sort of banality we find in the Victorian optimists; 
it will serve constantly to set all men, scientists particularly, in their 
true perspective to a universe in which they are as molecules in the 
ocean. And in doing so it will provide an incentive, not to fatalism, but 
to striving. For it is only by striving that man rises above his insig· 
nificance. 

Apocalypse 

The night exposes corr.ers in the view 
And sets the heart to crooked hoping. 
Always the morning shows the dreaded true
Atlas quite tired and his shoulders sloping. 
Under the sun I am a skull 
And rasp my boniness to work at time; 
In night I seem a man, and nearly whole, 
Who dares to watch at windows, hopes to climb 
Any pest-house with fingers snooked. 
Bestow the sun to belch a vacant hell 
And no more lamp our life-sized life. 
We will exist as bats deep down a well 
Who seem to light each other in the dark. 

-PAUL HALLEY 
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Sound For Orchestra 

The shined bugle of my ear 
can hear the night hawk muffle a torch 
somewhere welding a wheel-way, and the purr 
of mounted-on-rubber waggons 
under a bridge, hold off a whistle. 
I heard an echo from the heavy hills 
like a wind on a wave, where the girl stood 
by a fence post, listening, 
her hills empty of rovers 
or lovers, her lips open and dry. 
The air came warm in the long afternoon, 
and she called, but caught only echoes, 
which under an arch I caught too. 
I spoke, and the sound fell . 
like a ball on a wall, or a word in a well. 
Then, the boy, wondering, 
open-legged, not knowing 
why he was somewhat held, or freed 
to move and perhaps collapse 
on the ice. What I heard was the singing 
of the frozen ice-sheet, in the boy's mountain, 
and the high note he made like a tiger. 
0 the marin1ba, the cackling cornet 
on a sudden, in the streets, 
jazzing the brain's liquors, 
melting the mountains and laying down the hills
these props for tomorrow's waste! 
The stops break and the wind breaks-
you bring the boy and the girl together, and the kazoo. 
But the ecstasy will finish fast as sex; 
they will sit building 
hills and mountains like a diastrophism.-
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While the creaking, four-legged chair of the bachelor 
contented on Sunday strokes out its sound, 
he sits clean-collared, in tranquil isolation, 
unneedful of needles, his work done, 
and the notes play a violin sonata, 
andantino, extending an aftem 

These sang the music of occupations, still sw6 ; 
but to the last, my ear's bugle turned 
wanting sounds like brass keys 
that would open a symphony's doors. 
None came. Alone, I listen at night 
to sounds from the river like a funneled horn. 

-LOUIS DUDEK 

W o1nai1 On The Curb 

Traffic-sound 
Blurs the identity of drum-beats 
Three blocks away,-
But the smooth hand 
Whose enamelled nails gnaw the hot palm 
Clenches itself convulsively 
For the enduring of three months, three years, 
Three eternities.-
Tank-rumble of traffic-noise 
Crushes receding drum-rhythm 
\Vith obliterating wheels; 
But the tight heart 
Beating under flowered rayon 
Times itself with the accuracy of a metronome 
To the stride of service boots 
Slogging deathwards. 

-DOROTHY C. HERRIMAN 

11 
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The Runaway 

-WILLIAM McCONNELL 

(Ed. note: "The Runaway" is the second of three selections from an unpublished novel. The final selection will appear in the November issue.) 

Fortunately, there was a wealth of relevancy about Hans' mother despite her seemingly phlegmatic exterior. Stolid, yes, but glistening in reflection, if dulled in perception. Her simple goodnatured self was a mirror for every feeling which passed in another, every intonation of voice, of texture in temporary nature. She was a woman who, because of this negative quality of reflection, brought out the stronger qualities or dominant features of any who happened in contact. Her second man, verbose, wordy, sensitive, was particularly brought to bas-relief by this faculty. His sinister, self-conscious phrasing would be tourniqueted into muscular segments of speech which would convey to his listener, and to himself, the fragmentary thoughts which roamed through his mind, would tie them into sections of meaning where normally they would have lain unresolved in sentimental explosions. His appreciations could be brought to a head and strain-cut those aggrandizing sores that would have remained. Even his features seen1ed to soften in her presence, or near her influence, look less hungry and more the facsimile of his real nature. 
And the same, to lesser extent because of smaller need, would the mother reflect the son. But here, less in matter of temperament, and more in heightened intent. In the lad's small deceits, she would simply not show lustre. Certainly she wouldn't criticize, nor lead or direct. "Mam, I saw a coaster today. Down by the wharf. But it didn't come in to dock, mam. It stayed out stream and thirty hairy men danced on the sunny deck while the skipper piped with a huge wooden 
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whistle painted green." 
"Well?" 

Then he would show his disappointn~ent, which she naturally ig
nored. The lie didn't interest her. Any more than if he had said that 
he hadn't dirtied his bed or eaten the vegetable he had surreptitiously 
dropped under-table to the waiting dog. 

And his desire was to interest this bulky, slow woman who per
sonified his life. 

"But the men were naked. And they danced to the sun. The 
hair on their bodies shone light and dark as they sang and whirled. It 
was lively, mam." 

And a slow heavy "Well?" 
Then he would reconsider, think out a retreat. "Mam, perhaps 

it was sleep-story that came last night." 
"Perhaps." 

"Mam, perhaps it was the sun. When I look straight into the 
sun I see wonderful things.'' 

''Then you will hurt your eyes.'' 
"Or like the music of Mr. McRae's music machine." 
"You mean the gramophone." 
"Yes, the gramophone." 
"Perhaps it was." 
''Or perhaps like the thunder and lightning which comes all of a 

sudden." 

''Perhaps." 
And considering himself sufficiently covered by side-tracked eva

sions he would jump off his chair, on which he loved teetering, and 
nearly break his larynx with a rending scream and rush outdoors to 
worry his equally frantic dog. '"Kiiyee, you son-of-a- gun, Kiiyee!" 

Sometimes the woman ached to have her body release another 
child to comfort the boy. And when she did, she would allow herself 
to feel the tendernesses she bestowed on the lad. Her creaming hand 
smoothing his hair would appear to be a hand smoothing her own. Her 
deep voice crooning a song, wordless save for the cadenced phrases re
membered from childhood in Norway, would become a lilting tune 
pressed in her own ear. And when this paradox of her strong nature 
struck her she would break in tears· and weep, not for herself, not for 
her former joys, or for the lad, perplexed and half-asleep on her lap, 
or between the bright quilts of his bed, but for a fulfilment for which 
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there was no need. The quizzical man who sotnetimes slept with her, 
and always observed her with concisely patterned appraisal, once so.id 
to her while she was still in the backwash of such a peculiar mood, say
ing as he always did, in elliptic fashion, "Johann, you are like a column 
of water wishing for an unnecessary container." Then she would be
come immediately gay and, freshened by contact with subtle under
standing, sing or shout or bang pans or make lo ·1e briskly and hungrily. 
And he would lie on the floor, lift his knees to hook the rung of the 
fresh-painted chair, and quietly marvel with chaotic word-groups her 
spirit which was complete for a real need for it wasn't there. 

Or..ce Hans ran away to escape a fancied slight of his en
vironment. It was prankish, yet desperate, both the need and 
the resolve. At that time he had not ventured beyond the salt
marsh, beyond the cove-head, where l\1eeres often took him to watch 
bird-life. Meeres had taught him, on their long watches, of the danger 
of the sodden, muskeg ground, its treacherous appearance of strength 
and dryness and its tenacious resolve to entrap and drown. He had 
even personified it, a thing he seldom did, with the skeleton of the 
buck-deer, half-encased in peaty mire a dozen feet from a willow clump. 
But the boy's need for endurance was slightly stronger than the lessons 
engraved on his mind. 

He set out at noon on an autumn day, little reflecting 
save that this escape would tear away the sinews that had held him 
chained to an imagination-situation which was stronger than his will 
to resist. He felt the need to burn away the slighted feeling by em
bracing a stronger clasp. A band of self-pity blinded his steps on the 
familiar trails leading to the marsh. By that time ht had skirted the 
edges, half-conscious of attempting to find a way across to the un
familiar hillside with its channeled slopes feathered with green patterns 
of cedar and hemlock. He held back for a few moments, remembering 
warnings and advice. But the fever of resentment burned brighter at 
this thwarting menace. His first steps were an advance, unplanned 
but deliberate with knowledge. He tested each foothold with a heavy 
stick, resting his weight against a possible shake which might mean un
sure ground. He grasped the security of alder-clumps, while warily 
mistrusting his weight to tussocks and weighted islands of clump-grass 
and the slippery, eel-like smoothness of sea-grass. He listened en
tranced at the sucking hiss of tide-creeping shallows, bracing his body 
for long-jumps of distrustful distances. Sometimes, when leaping these 
sanded holes, he would slip, or fall short. Then there would be a fright
ened splash and scramble before the suction of the foot-deep bottom 
could claim his weight and drag it down. He began to mumble to him-
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self in his fear, personifying the swamp with all that was evil in his memory, conjuring up long-di~tant memories of incidents which had given pain, or taken away confidence, using his ffiemory as a charm to ward off a catastrophic fate which seemed to lurk in every whistle of escaping marsh-gas, every distant piping of a bird (there was still the uncalled effort of decyphering notes and warbles, determining species and traits), every quake of the sodden, rotten vegetation, every yielding of a slender bush-clump at outstretched hand-grasp, in each step across this tide-marked wasteland. 
Once he jumped in terror to a small island, hesitating at the wrong instant to make up mind for orderly progress. It quivered, began to sink. Suddenly, for unknown reason, the shallows surrounding it in definite demarcation, began to run quicker. He steadied himself by the lone thin poplar, which seemed to lean, too, its tired weight against a nothingness. His eyes fascinatedly followed the slowly downward movement of the sod-structure, underfoot. Then flashed to the quicker run of the surrounding channel. Was the tide rising? Was he trapped? Quickly the water movement muddied the instinctive appraisal of the channel bottom. There was no room on his slowly sinking sanctuary for a running leap. And his eyes could no longer te of what substance lay beneath the water for wading. Quickly, almost without realization, he chose the deepest side, plungtd in belly-flat and paddled like a dog to the curved shore twelve feet beyond. As he did so, his former island, slowly curved over on its side, gurgled and disappeared. 
As he grasped, wiping brine from his stinging eyes, for the tussocked edge, his hands slipped and he felt his body beginning to sink in ooze. One foot sank down, down, while the other lashed out futilely for support. His arms thrashed in windmill direction, increasing the agitation his weight had set up. His face had reached the water level. He screamed piercingly, awaking an echo in a loon, serenely sitting in a wider channel a dozen yards away. Then his foot caught solidity, gave the body muscles their waited bounce. Some sunken log, anchored by complexities of weed, had caught his foot and stayed the inertiating descent. His hand grasped out for the shore again, this time held true in grass ra.ots, and steadied the body till it could wriggle itself horizontal for an inching reptilian progress to the more favourable 

element. . 
The boy allowed his body to rest, chest heaving with a paroxysm of relief and effort. Then he screamed again, loudly, with no galling echo from the hell-diver, which had fluttered off at the sight of this 
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mud-covered animal. Then the boy mouthed every obscenity his semi
paralysed mind could muster. Then he moaned till breath came back, 
when he hovered for minutes between nervous laughter and self-direc
ted pleas for help. In this coma of realization he stayed for an hour, 
before he could muster a fresh impetus of terror to carry himself for
ward. 

It was dusk when he reached the opposite shore. Fortunately 
the tide had been dropping the full afternoon, leaving the latter part 
of his n1ad flight free from impossible passages. He was exhausted be
yond the point of immediate rest. The terror had so welled up in his 
self that he was unable to do anything but lean against a half-rotted 
windfall and feebly attempt to vomit. Not even bile would issue. The 
rending stomach contortion seemed to lodge in his throat to cause a 
frenzied choking which was not released till he fell forward on the 
ground in a dead faint. Sleep carried on his unconsciousness till the 
chilled off-shore breeze of dawn searched through his mud-matted 
clothing and shook him spasmodically and became the stronger claim
ant. 

Gents' Furnishings 

After the casual fret of tramcars, 
The flowing of time against the traffic lights, 
The engine's re-assertive snort, 
And people, vindictive, elate 
Spawning by contact ambition 
Of affluence and the magic arc of influence: 
I, rooted to carpet, note 
The fabulous street of Saint Catherine 
Carve through the boulders of buildings 
Like a river's bed a furious sun 
Dried gradually in heats; 
Am re-assuring, friendly. know all the answers-
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Last night, passing the Roxy Theatre, 
Watched the chorus girls kick their neon feet, 
Was tempted, bought ticket-
Now an obscure Churchill-Mussolini, 
Conceive the effective lies 
That sell Grover's marked-down ties 
And plan a strategy 
That would fool a prodigy. 
Or while love fingers a bargain shirt, 
I perforate the skirt 
With eyes 
That ask decept ion of the marriage bed. 

0 the dire question dropped from dying mouths 
Rolls down the Caucasus~ through disputed lanes 
Of water, the p assage people make 
For their escorted hero, deposits 
As a sick vapour on my show-case; 
Does truth unite or divide? 
History walks in like a customer. 
And I sell systems and suspenders 
As panels open on Australian farms, 
On black-pigmented men 
Crucified by a collar pin, 
A sapper falling suddenly 
As if the air had fouled him; 
Punching the register 
I murder laisser-faire, 
And though here change is circular and illusory, 

Beginning in some Bulgarian street 
The creative winds blow equally 
Through pyjama sleeves, 

And surely today or tomorrow 
A stranger will bring me the new~ 
The morning greet me like a handshake. 

-IRVING LAYTON 

17 
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·Three Translations 

From Emile Nelligan 

SOIR D~HIVER 

0 how the sr.ow did snow! 
My window is a garden of rime. 
0 how the snow did snow! 
What is all passion and time 
To the pain that I know, I know! 

Though the frosted pools glisten, 
My soul cries "Whither?" "Where?'" 
My hopes are frost-bitten: 
I am dark Norway's shore, 
The bright skies are gone. 

Weep, winter sparrows, weep 
For a sad, shivering world; 
Weep, winter sparrows, weep, 
My tears, my ·roses twirled 
In the branched juniper-tree. 

0 how the snow did snow! 
My window is a garden of rime. 
0 how the snow did snow! 
What is all passion and time 
To the hurt that I know, I knowr 

CLAIR DE LUNE INTELLECTUELIBi 

My mind is coloured, like the distant gleam 
Of lights in some far crypt, unknown, and deep. 
It glows at times like greenery that leaps 
Out of a gulf where the sunlight bends its beam .. 
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In echoing gardens, by a fountain stream, 
At.night it wande~s, ink perfumed 'sleep; 
My imi_nd is_ cplQt.lreq_like the ~dis~ant gleam . 

:. Of)igh~s ~ som_e. fa~ _crypt, unknown, and deep. 
. . . . . . ,. \ ' . . 

It runs forever on the .snow-white plain, , , , 
· My" paradise, where my desires leap .. _ · . ; ·, ·.-. 
, Far from, -the .earth, t}fe sordid earth, to keep - . . , 
A city in the skies, the Athens of my dream. 

My mind is coloured like the gold moon's beam. 

:- -. SERENADE TRISTE 
I · : ~ I • I 

: . ! • 

,· : . 

Like tears of gold that gather in me, and fall, .. 
Leaves of my joys, YOll fall before me, all, all. 

• • f • i' 

Fall in a dream-like garden where I walk 
Always, wind-blown, when my days are dark. 

. > 

I • I :. •. 

Dropped ,from the_ white, fa.miliar tree, and blown ·· 
To. and fro; (;lm9ng ~he statuary stone, . . . . : ,. . ~ . . 
Stained-like_ my d?ys, or .an.infan_t dress _ out~orn, 

_ Now while the fall _wind squp.d~ his ivory horn, 

You fall, forever fall, and mingle griefs, . _. · ' 
Blending together, pale, your harmonies. 

o· scatter _in the dawn, along the strands, 
And weep out of my eyes, out of my hands! . . 
Like tears of gold that gath~~ in me, and fall, 
In desolate youth, you fall hefore me,· all all. 

. . __ ( Translqtioris by_ Louis Dudek.) 

EMILE NELLIGAN 
.•. . . : ,· . 
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Towards the end of the last century, Emile Nelligan was an out
standing figure among the French Canadian poets~ artists and littera
teurs who met and held their public meetings at the Chateau de Rame
zay in Montn~al. This young man, tall, starry-eyed, enthusiastic, was 
then one of the most promising poets of the group; he had talent. 

Nelligan was of mixed Irish and French Canadian origin. His 
mother had some artistic gifts; she was a good pianist, and stimulated 
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his love for music: Mozart, Chopin. But in Montreal there was no fu
ture for a poet; and Nelligan dreamed in vain of his great book pub
lished for the world, in Paris. 

Unhappy, unrecognized, working passionately late into the night, 
highly-strung in temperament, the young man quickly approached a 
collapse. The tragedy occurred in his twenty-first year. A neurosi~, 
which had gradually prepared within him, took its toll, and the poet 
lapsed permanently into a quiet insanity. His eyes, which had once 
burned with the fire of vision now lost their lustre. He fell into a sil
ence which lasted more than forty years, until his daath. Emile Nell
igan died in an asylum in the Province· of Quebec two years ago, in 
1941. 

His collected poems, Nelligan et son Oeuvre, with a preface by 
Louis Dantin, went through its third edition in 1932. Some of his poems 
such as Le Vaisseau d' Or and Soir d' Hiver are recited from memory by 
French Canadians who admire him. La Romance du Vin is a classic, 
remembered as the passionate poem read by Nelligan on his triumph
ant evening at the Chateau, forty years ago, when he held his audience 
spellbound at a meeting of the Ecole Litteraire. 

Emile Nelligan had genius: extreme emotional sensitivity, a fine 
feeling for sounding words, and an absorbing imagination. His images 
are not separate and striking metaphors, as in much of modern poetry; 
they are symbolic perceptions in which the whole poem is absorbed, as 
in the three poems translated here. Their explicit lyricism is more than 
lyricism: it is heavy with poetic perception, because the san1e visionary 
perception fills every lyrical image. There is nothing like this among 
our English Canadian poets. 

It is usually argued about a poet like Nelligan that he might have 
reached "great heights" had he come to maturity as a poet. Keats, for 
example. But perhaps this speculation is unfounded. An organic dis
ease of this kind which destroys the mind is in itself a cycle, producing 
extreme sensibility, imagination, suffering: these reached maturity and 
power, as Nelligan approached his end. They produced the greatness 
which is in his poetry. Had he been a normal man, he would not have 
written these poems. 

His work, however, is highly subjective, traditional in its techni
cal forms, and growing out of an inner psychology rather than envi
ronment and culture. It is also immune to ideas; they are irrelevant 
to the poetry. But we do not demand more from Nelligan: this only 
delimits the quality of his poetry. 

-L. D. 
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Correspondence 
The Editor: 

It is too true that literature has an amateur status here. I was considering Lampman's case and was reminded of Melville. Ogden Nash put his finger on something when he called his book "I'm a Stranger Here Myself". In a sense we all are. And that, I think, must be taken into consideration-as a kind of discretionary realism. The nature of Canada, its constitution in the minds of the people, is what it is: and r.o willing or wishful thinking can make it otherwise .... 
There will be no proper self or social awareness in Canada until we are released from bondage to what Drucker called Irresponsible Powers acting through popular government. Nor can we hope for more than lip-service to humane or far-reaching values so long as the real pervasive interest lies in the stock-market. This does not make the writer on that account a revolutionary. But it does suggest that he be as conscious of his predicament as were, say, Dickens, Shaw, or Butler. I think too many persons writing here suppose they are among friends (politically left or right) when actually they are tolerated creatures playing a lone ·hand. A little more jungle psychology would help. By that I mean simply complete dependence on the cultivated sense of things which is personal to every artist. It is hard to think of ourselves and our world this way now because of the impending socialization of effort- perhabs of basic values. To be forward looking as to aspire continually, to dream in terms of co-operative constructs. There is a terrible, if temporary and superficial, contradiction here. The trick is not to go mad or blindly political under the stress of it. 

Marcus Adeney. 

Bool' Reviews 
SELECTED POEMS, by Hilda M. Attfield. Hamilton, private printing. 32 pages. 
DAD and the LONG TREK by John Locke Bradford. Wolfvilie, N. S., Davidson Bros. 40 pages. 

The brochure by Hilda M. Attfield is typical of the writing that one comes to associate with the Canadian Authors' Association. Her 
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purpose, as she says in "My Song", is to write "for God and yon and 
me" and "echo in the hearts of men for all eternity." Her stanzas are 
clumsy metrically and sometin1es fail grammatically. She deals with a 
group of subjects suggested by titles like "Childhood Days", " Off to 
the North", "Mother 0' M_ine", "My Dog", etc. Patriotic verses
"Carry the Torch, Canada~ carry it high and sure," or "Come forth, 
America, in all your brave glory''-fonn the bulk of the collection. A 
foreword announces .the incredible fact that the author "has received 
}etters of grateful appreciation from His Majesty the King, vVinston 
Churchill, and Mr. Ilsley, Minister of Finance." 

Mr. Bradford's brochure is further proof that bad poetry is favor
ed in Canada and receives the support of people in positions of author
ity. Dr. H. L. Stewart, Professor of Philosophy at Dalhousie, who has 
gained a reputation as critic and thinker, appends an introduction to a 
collection that is only superior to Mrs. Attfield in the accuracy of its 
metre. Evidently well-educated and well-read in traditional English 
poetry, Mr. Bradford writes of God, the poet, the sea, and other sub
jects, always with ease and fluency, but never with intensity and imagi
nation. He is incapable of offending anyone and incapable also of wd
ting a line of poetry._ Work like "Dad _and the Long Trek" is so widely 
prevalent that one realizes what an advance is necessary before poetry 
can begin to develop in Canada. J .S. 

WHO DARE TO LIVE, by Frederick B. Watt. The Macn1illans in 
Canada, Toronto. 68 pages .. · 

Daily, since the outbreak of hostilities the men of the Merchant 
Fleet have gone out to meet the savagery of the Luftwaffe and the sub
marine, to fight through to the shores·that needed their vital cargoes. 
Lt. Cmdr. Watt, narrating the trials of the Bergetta, has written their 
amazing story for them. In simple, pedestrian verse which suggests a 
minor Masefield, but also sometimes with the vividness of an ace rep
orter who has seen it happen, he has told his yarn just as an articulate 
seaman might tell it to some cronies in a pub-shorn of the expressive 
epithets. And he has told it with earnestness, humour, blunt feeling, 
and considerable technical skill. 

The chief fault of this narrative lies in its journalistic slickness, in 
the very competency which like smooth rails carries the reader towards 
the final couplet. Definitely, this is not a book for self-conscious lit
erati who take their poetry seriously. "Who Dare to Live" is a rhymed 
tribute to the. men of the Merchant Fleet; its current popularity is the 
best argument for it- or against. I. P. L. 
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